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With more and more adoption of Deep Learning (DL) in the field of image processing, computer vision and NLP, researchers
have begun to apply DL to tackle with encrypted traffic classification problems. Although these methods can automatically extract
traffic features to overcome the difficulty of traditional classification methods like DPI in terms of feature engineering, a large
amount of data is needed to learn the characteristics of various types of traffic. Therefore, the performance of classification model
always significantly depends on the quality of datasets. Nevertheless, the building of datasets is a time-consuming and costly task,
especially encrypted traffic data. Apparently, it is often more difficult to collect a large amount of traffic samples of those unpopular
encrypted applications than well-known, which leads to the problem of class imbalance between major and minor encrypted
applications in datasets. In this paper, we proposed a novel traffic data augmenting method called PacketCGAN using Conditional
GAN. As a generative model, PacketCGAN exploit the benefit of CGAN to generate specified traffic to address the problem of the
datasets’ imbalance. As a proof of concept, three classical DL models like Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) were adopted and
designed to classify four encrypted traffic datasets augmented by Random Over Sampling (ROS), SMOTE(Synthetic Minority Over-
sampling Techinique) , vanilla GAN and PacketCGAN respectively based on two public datasets: ISCX2012 and USTC-TFC2016.
The experimental evaluation results demonstrate that DL based encrypted traffic classifier over dataset augmented by PacketCGAN
can achieve better performance than the others.
Index Terms—encrypted traffic classification, data augmentation, Conditional Generative Adversarial Network, traffic identifica-
tion, class imbalance.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid development of network technology, thetypes and quantity of traffic data in cyberspace are
increasing. Network traffic identification and classification is
a crucial research task in the area of network management
and security. It is the footstone of dynamic access control,
network resources scheduling, content based billing, intru-
sion and malware detection etc. High efficient and accurate
traffic classification is of great practical significance to pro-
vide service quality assurance, dynamic access control and
abnormal network behaviors detection. With the widespread
adoption of encryption techniques for internet, especially 5G
and IoT applications, the growth of portion of encrypted traffic
has dramatically posed a huge challenge for QoS, network
management and security monitoring. Therefore, studies on
encrypted traffic classification not only help to improve the
fine-grained network resource allocation based on application,
but also enhance security level of network and applications.
Traditionally, the evolution of encrypted traffic classification
technology has gone through three stages: port matching,
payload matching and flow statistical characteristics based
classification methods. Port matching based method infers
applications’ types by assuming that most applications consis-
tently use ’well known’ TCP or UDP port numbers, however,
the emergence of port camouflage, dynamic port, proprietary
protocols with user-defined ports and tunneling technology
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makes these methods lose efficacy quickly. Payload match-
ing based methods, namely, DPI (Deep Packet Inspection)
technology cannot deal with encrypted traffic because of
invisible packet content of encrypted traffic, in addition, it
incurs high computational overhead and requires manual sig-
natures maintenance [1–3]. As a result, in order to attempt to
solve the aboved problems of encrypted traffic identification
, flow-based methods emerged, which usually combine sta-
tistical or time series traffic features with Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms, such as naive bayes(NB), support vector
machine(SVM), decision tree, Random Forest(RF), k-nearest
neighbor(KNN) [4–7]. Although classical machine learning
approaches can solve many issues that port and payload based
methods cannot solve, it still has some limitations, such as
handcrafted traffic features driven by domain-expert, time-
consuming, lack of ability of automation, rapidly outdated
when compared to the evolution. Unlike most traditional
ML algorithms, DL performs automatic feature extraction
without human intervention, which undoubtedly makes it a
highly desirable approach for traffic classification, especially
encrypted traffic. Recent research work has demonstrated the
superiority of DL methods in traffic classification [8], such as
MLP [9], CNN [10–14], SAE [15], LSTM [16, 17].
However, due to the different popularity of various applica-
tions, the class imbalance problem of traffic samples often
occurs when building traffic datasets. That is, the number
of popular applications samples is much larger than others,
which always leads to the misclassifying problems of mi-
nor applications and thereby incurs deterioration of classifier
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performance. Imbalanced class distribution of a dataset has
posed a serious challenge to most ML based classifiers which
assume a relatively balanced distribution [18]. Network traffic
classification is no exception due to the imbalanced property
of network traffic data [19, 20], especially encrypted traffic.
Therefore, it is very crucial to address such challenges of
imbalanced class distribution of traffic datasets for network
traffic classification. However, there are very few studies
focusing on traffic data augmentation for traffic classification
to overcome the limitation of class imbalance.
In this paper, we proposed traffic data augmentation method
called PacketCGAN using Conditional GAN, one of a genre of
GAN, which can control the modes of the data to be generated.
As a generative model, PacketCGAN exploits the benefit of
CGAN to generate synthesized traffic samples by learning the
characteristics of the original traffic data. The synthesized data
is then combined with the original (viz. real) data to build the
new traffic dataset and thereby keep balance between major
and minor classes of the dataset. As a proof of concept, three
classical DL models like CNN were adopted and designed to
classify four types of encrypted traffic datasets augmented by
ROS, SMOTE, vanilla GAN and PacketCGAN respectively
using two public datasets: ISCX2012 and USTC-TFC2016.
The experimental evaluation results demonstrate that DL based
encrypted traffic classifier over our new dataset augmented by
PacketCGAN can achieve better performance than the other
three in terms of encrypted traffic classification.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related works of traffic classification and some cur-
rent methods for tackling with the problem of imbalanced class
data. Section III describes the principles of GAN and CGAN.
Section IV illustrates the methodology of PacketCGAN. The
experimental results are provided and discussed in Section
V. Section VI concludes our work and presents some future
works.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. ML and DL based approach of Traffic Classification
Different from port and payload matching methods, ML
based classification methods always use payload-independant
parameters such as packet length, inter-arrival time and flow
duration to circumvent the problems of encrypted content and
user’s privacy [21]. Many work was carried out using ML
algorithms during the last decades. In general, there are two
learning strategies used: one is the supervised methods like
decision tree, SVM and Naive Bayes, the other is unsupervised
approaches like k-means and PCA [22]. Nevertheless, many
drawbacks hindered ML based methods widely applied to
traffic classification, such as handcrafted traffic features driven
by domain-expert, time-consuming, unsuited to automation,
rapidly outdated when compared to the evolution. Unlike
most traditional ML algorithms, Deep Learning performs au-
tomatic feature extraction without human intervention, which
undoubtedly makes it a highly desirable approach for traffic
classification, especially encrypted traffic. Recent research
work has demonstrated the superiority of DL methods in
traffic classification [8–17, 23]. The workflow of DL based
classfication usually consists of three steps. First, model inputs
are defined and designed according to some principles, such
as raw packets, PCAP files or flow statistics features. Second,
models and algorithms are elaborately chosen according to
models’ characteristics and aim of the classifier. Finally, the
DL classifier is trained to automatically extract the features of
traffic.
B. Traditional methods for handling imbalanced data
In general, there are three methods for dealing with class
imbalance problem: Modifying the objective cost function,
Sampling and Generating artificial data [20]. The approach
of modifying objective cost function alleviates the problem
by means of weighting differently the data samples in minor
and major classes, which gives higher score on the minor
samples to penalize more intensely on miss-classifiying of
the sample in the minor class. Sampling methods include two
different ways of under-sampling and over-sampling, which
is to reduce the size of major class by removing some major
data samples and raise the ones in the minor class, respectively.
Random under sampling (RUS) and Random over sampling
(ROS) are two main methods of under-sampling and over-
sampling [24]. RUS randomly removes some instances in ma-
jor class, accordingly, ROS generates some copies of samples
of the minor class. However, overfitting problem is always the
main drawback of ROS due to generating same copies from the
minor class. A classical method for generating artificial data
is Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Techinique (SMOTE) in
which minority samples are generated by synthetic samples
rather than copies [25].
C. The application of GAN and other DL techniques in
generating traffic data samples
Due to the great success of GAN applying in images,
computer vision and NLP etc., this innovative technique has
been already applied to network security recently. A few
current studies have shown that GAN has been applied in
IDS and Malware detection to generate adversarial attacks to
deceive and evade the detection systems [26, 27] and thus
effectively improve the performance of malware detection or
IDS [26–30]. Correspondingly, as for traffic classification,
some researchers have introduced some approaches based
on GAN to generate the traffic samples to overcome the
imbalaced limitation of network data. In [31], the authors
proposed a novel method called auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-
GAN) to generate synthesized traffic samples for balancing
between the minor and major classes over a well-known traffic
dataset NIMS. The AC-GAN took both a random noise and a
class label as input in order to generate the samples of the
input class label accordingly. The experimental results has
shown that their proposed method achieved better performance
compared to other methods like SMOTE. However, the NIMS
dataset was only composed of SSH and non-SSH two classes.
In [32], the authors proposed a novel data augmentation
approach based on the use of Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) network to learn the traffic flow patterns and Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) for replicating the sequence of
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packets in a flow for classes with less population. The results
have shown that this method can improve the performance of
DL algorithms over augmented datasets.
III. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
A. GAN
As an unsupervised learning model, a classic GAN network
consists of two parts, the generator G and the discriminator
D. The role of the generator is to take random noise as input
by learning the characteristic distribution of real data. The
discriminator aims at determining whether the data is real
or generated by G. The generator G simulates the feature
distribution Pg of the real data by the prior distribution Pz(z).
The input of the discriminator is the real and generated data,
correspondingly, the output D(x) indicates the probability of
whether the input data is real or not [33]. During the training
process, G and D play a two-player mini-max game until D
can’t judge whether the sample data is real, which means that
the two networks reach the Nash Equilibrium. The objective
function of GAN can be expressed by (1):
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]
+Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]
(1)
In Equation (1), Pdata(x) represents distribution of the real
data. When training D, the goal is to optimize the probability
of TRUE D(G(z)) as small as possible and the probability of
TRUE D (x) of the real data x as much as possible. When
training G, the goal is to make D(G(z)) as much as possible.
From (1), we can calculate the optimal discriminator as (2). As
can be seen from (2) below, when Pdata (x) = Pz (z), it means
that D cannot distinguish whether the sample is true or false,
D and G reach the Nash Equilibrium, and the discriminator
output is 0.5.
D(x) =
Pdata(x)
Pdata(x) + Pz(z)
(2)
B. CGAN
In GAN, there is no control over modes of the data to
be generated. The conditional GAN changes that by adding
the constraint condition y as an additional parameter to the
generator G and hopes that the corresponding images are
generated. For example, in MNIST, the digit generated by
GAN may be either any digit from 0-9 instead of specified
one or always output the same digit. Fig. 1 shows the network
structure of CGAN.
The principle, structure and training process of CGAN are
similar to GAN. The cost function is slightly different as is
shown in (3):
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x|y)]
+Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z|y)))]
(3)
As shown in Fig. 1, CGAN’s training process includes the
following steps:
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Fig. 1: The network structure of CGAN.
• Sampling the real data to obtain Pdata(x), obtaining the
label y corresponding to the sampling data Pdata(x), feed
Pdata(x) and y into the discriminator D, then updating
the parameters according to the output results;
• Generating random noise Pz(z), which is then fed into
generator G together with label y in the above step, and
G generates synthesized data.
• Feeding the synthesized data and the label y generated
in the above step into the discriminator D, and G will
optimize the parameters according to the output result of
D.
• Repeat the above steps until G and D reach the Nash
equilibrium.
IV. THE METHODOLOGY OF PACKETCGAN
A. The Workflow of PacketCGAN Based Encrypted Traffic
Classification
The workflow of PacketCGAN based encrypted traffic clas-
sification is shown in Fig. 2, in which there are three phases:
packet data preprocessing, class balancing using PacketCGAN
and traffic classifier training.
ISCX2012 File Header 
Removal &
Packet Filtering
(B)
Input Packet Data Preprocessing
Normalization
(D)
Dataset 
Augmenting
(G)
Traffic Samples Generation
CSV to Matrix
(E)
Training 
Dataset
Validation 
Dataset Test Dataset
CNN/MLP/SAE
(H)
Performance 
Metrics
(J)
(A)
USTC-TFC2016
Public Dataset 
(Unbalanced) 
Truncation/Zero 
Padding
(C)
Packet Byte 
Vector
PacketCGAN
(F)
Output Balanced 
Traffic Datasets
Softmax
Classifier
(I)
Traffic Classifier Training
Packet 
Byte 
Matrix
(PBM)
10-fold cross validation
Generating 
samples
Fig. 2: The workflow of PacketCGAN.
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1) Phase 1
Generally speaking, packet data preprocessing is the funder-
mental task of DL modelling. As we all know, the captured
network traffic data is often saved in PCAP or PCAPNG [34]
format, in which packet bytes of traffic data are saved in
hexadecimal. The bytes converted to decimal range from 0
to 255, which resemble the pixel range of the single-channel
grayscale image. Apparently, traffic classification can refer to
DL methods of image recognition. However, packets from
PCAP files can not directly be used for model training and
need to be pre-processed. Two public datasets used in this
paper are ISCX2012 [35] and USTC-TFC2016 [12] as shown
in (A) of Fig. 2, which are both composed of PCAP files. We
will describe the two datasets in Section. V-A1.
Packet data preprocessing consists of three steps as follows:
• File header removal and packet filtering as shown in (B)
of Fig. 2. The first 24 bytes of the PCAP file header need
to be removed which only contains file information and
does not help with traffic classification. Filtering useless
packets in PCAP file for classification is also needed,
such as APR and DHCP packets etc., which is irrelevant
to specific traffic types.
• Truncation or zero padding as shown in (C) of Fig. 2.
During the training of DL model, the input of which
needs to be converted into a vector or matrix, which
requires the length of the data input to be fixed. Nev-
ertheless, the length of captured packet in dataset tends
to be different, so it is necessary to truncate the long
packets or padding those short ones based on a fixed and
predefined length value [36], which is 1480 in this paper.
• Data normalization as shown in (D) of Fig. 2. Normaliz-
ing the pre-processed traffic data to the range [0,1] can
improve the accuracy and enhance convergence speed of
the model training.
After all above mentioned operations, each processed packet
will be formated to a Packet Byte Vector (PBV) [9] which can
be stored in csv format.
2) Phase 2
Data balancing is the most critical problem in this phase.
It is essential to read the vectors of PBV from csv files to
build the matrix of PBM as the input of PacketCGAN as
shown in (E) of Fig. 2, which will be illustrated in detail in
Section. IV-B. Synthesized packet samples will be generated
by PacketCGAN in PBM format and then combined with the
samples of original dataset to build the new balanced traffic
dataset as shown in (E) and (F) of Fig. 2.
3) Phase 3: Traffic Classifier Training
In this paper, we adopted five DL traffic classifiers to eval-
uate the performance of datasets augmented by PacketCGAN,
which are MLP/CNN/SAE from [9] and 1D-CNN/2D-CNN
from [11, 12], respectively. The new balanced traffic datasets
will always be devided into three parts: training, testing
and validation datasets. Finally, classifier related performance
metrics will be evaluated to indirectly verify the quality of
datasets generated by different data augmentation methods as
shown in (H,I,J) of Fig. 2.
B. The Model Architecture and Algorithm Description of
PacketCGAN
1) The Description of Model Architecture
The model of our proposed PacketCGAN is shown in Fig. 3,
in which both G and D adopted MLP as the basic architecture.
Random noise Pz(z) as the input of model with Normal
Distribution are N*100-dimentional vectors, which will be fed
into G with G(z) distribution. Different from vanilla GAN,
the label of traffic/applications types with one-hot encoding
will also be fed into our PacketCGAN as conditional c. The
synthesized samples as the output of G are N*1480 vectors,
which will be compose of the matrix of PBM and fed into
D with D(x) distribution eventually. Meanwhile, PBM from
original unbalanced datasets with Pdata(x) distribution will
be fed into D with the same 1480-dimentional to compete to
reach Nash equilibrium with fine-tune training.
.
.
.
Generator
N*100 Discriminator
Real
( )zP z ( )G z
( )D x
.
.
.
Synthesized Samples
Packet
Byte
Matrix
.
.
.
Unbalanced 
Dataset
( )dataP x
Fake
Fine Tune
 Training
Fine Tune
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Prediction
Normal Distribution
…… …… …… …… ……
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Label of Traffic Type
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 … 14
One-Hot Encoding
c
N*1480
N*1480
Fig. 3: The Architecture of PacketCGAN.
2) The Description of Model Algorithm
In general, PacketCGAN’s training mainly includes the fol-
lowing three steps: the training of discriminator D, generator
G and fine-tune optimization. During the training of D in
step 1, one needs to fix the parameters of G while training
D. We adopt the simple MLP to build the D model, in which
there are three layers: the input layer, a hidden layer and the
output layer. The data for the input layer is derived from the
N*1480 matrix of PBM aforementioned in Section IV-A1 with
the distribution of Pdata(x). The hidden layer consists of 128
neurons with the notation of Dh1.
Dh1 = ReLU(inputD ·WD1 + bD1 ) (4)
The inputD in (4) is composed of the real data x with
Pdata(x) and the traffic/applications types label y in one-hot
encoding, such as 0 for SSH, 1 for YouTube. The hidden
layer Dh1 adopts ReLU as the activation function. The output
layer has only one neuron referring to real or fake sample as
following Equation: 5:
Dout = Dh1 ·WD2 + bD2 (5)
The model uses the Adam optimization algorithm as the
optimizer to update weights WD1 , W
D
2 and bias b
D
1 , b
D
2 . The
overall training process of the discriminator is shown in Algo-
rithm. 1, in which Xτ =

x11 · · · x1k
...
. . .
...
xm1 · · · xmk
 ,yτ =

y11
...
ym1

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,k is 1480, which is the data dimension. m is mini batch
referring to a group of packets from dataset.
Algorithm 1 The training of Discriminator of PacketCGAN
Input: real data Xτ and label yτ from Section IV-B2, τ is
the number of iterations
Output: the probability of the output data being real or false
1: Initializing the relevant parameters, e represents the train-
ing cycle: epoches.
2: for τ in e do
3: for each batch of m input data do
4: concatenate Xτ with yτ :
5: Compute the output using Equation. (4);
6: Compute the output using Equation. (5);
7: Output discriminating results according to Equa-
tion. (5);
8: Optimize the loss function
9: Update weights and bias;
10: end for
11: end for
Step 2 is to train the generator G. The parameters of D
need to be fixed like step 1. The input layer of G consists of
115 neurons, which includes stochastic noise Pz(z) with 100
neurons and sample label y with 15 neurons of applications
types. The hidden layer also has 128 neurons to update the
weight and bias of the input data:
Gh1 = ReLU(inputG ·WG1 + bG1 ) (6)
The ’input’ in (7) is made up of random noise Pz(z) and
the sample label y with ReLu as the activation function. The
output layer contains 1480 neurons with the same dimension
of the Pdata(x). The computed result will be activated by the
sigmoid function for discrimination of real or fake.
G out = sigmoid(Gh1 ·WD2 + bD2 ) (7)
The optimization function is the same as the discriminator.
The generator training algorithm is shown in Algorithm. 2.
The sample label y in Algorithm. 2 should be consistent with
y in Algorithm. 1. Zτ =

z11 · · · z1n
...
. . .
...
zm1 · · · zmn
,n = 100.
V. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Settings
1) Dataset for Evaluation
Two public datasets used in this paper are ISCX2012 [35]
and USTC-TFC2016 [12], which are both composed of PCAP
files. The full name of ’ISCX2012’ dataset is ’ISCX VPN-
nonVPN traffic dataset’, which contains many encryption
applications or protocols such as HTTPS, SFTP, Facebook,
Hangouts, etc. In addition to these applications encapsulated
in regular session, some VPN tunnel’s applications were also
Algorithm 2 The training of Generator of PacketCGAN
Input: random noise Zτ , and label yτ , τ is the number of
iterations
Output: synthesized data gτ
1: Set the relevant initialization parameters, e represents the
training cycle: epoches.
2: for τ in e do
3: for each batch of m input data do
4: concatenant Zτ with yτ :
5: Compute the output using Equation. (6);
6: Compute the output using Equation. (7);
7: Output generation data according to Equation. (7);
8: Optimal the loss function
9: Update weights and bias;
10: end for
11: end for
captured in this dataset. 15 applications were chosen to build
the original dataset as shown in Table I. Apparently, the origi-
nal chosen dataset happens to the problem of class imbalance,
in which the majority class such as Netflix accounting for
25.13%, while the minor class ICQ account for only 2.05%.
10 applications were chosen from USTC-TFC2016 as shown
in Table II. Balanced dataset made by different generative
methods are all 10000 samples per applications.
TABLE I: Description of the chosen datasets from ISCX.
Application Security Unbalanced dataset Balanced dataset
Protocol Quantity Percentage Quantity Percentage
AIM HTTPS 4869 2.356% 10000 6.67%
Email-Client SSL 4417 2.137% 10000 6.67%
Facebook HTTPS 5527 2.674% 10000 6.67%
Gmail HTTPS 7329 3.546% 10000 6.67%
Hangout HTTPS 7587 3.671% 10000 6.67%
ICQ HTTPS 4243 2.053% 10000 6.67%
Netflix HTTPS 51932 25.126% 10000 6.67%
SCP SSH 15390 7.446% 10000 6.67%
SFTP SSH 4729 2.287% 10000 6.67%
Skype proprietary 4607 2.229% 10000 6.67%
Spotify proprietary 14442 6.987% 10000 6.67%
torTwitter proprietary 14654 7.089% 10000 6.67%
Vimeo HTTPS 18755 9.074% 10000 6.67%
voipbuster proprietary 35469 17.161% 10000 6.67%
Youtube HTTPS 12738 6.163% 10000 6.67%
TOTAL 206688 100% 150000 100%
TABLE II: Description of the chosen datasets from USTC-
TFC2016.
Application Security Unbalanced dataset Balanced dataset
Protocol Quantity Percentage Quantity Percentage
BitTorrent SSL 7535 8.10% 10000 10.00%
Facetime SSL 2990 3.22% 10000 10.00%
FTP FTP 11506 12.37% 10000 10.00%
Gmail HTTPS 11477 12.34% 10000 10.00%
MySQL MySQL 11385 12.24% 10000 10.00%
Outlook SSL 7467 8.03% 10000 10.00%
Skype proprietary 6028 6.48% 10000 10.00%
SMB SMB 11543 12.41% 10000 10.00%
Weibo HTTPS 11510 12.38% 10000 10.00%
WorldOfWarcraft SSL 11559 12.43% 10000 10.00%
TOTAL 93000 100% 100000 100%
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2) Configurations of the Computing Platform
The experimental environmental parameters of this paper
are shown in Table III. The performance evaluations are con-
ducted using a Dell R730 server with an Intel I7-7600U CPU
2.8 GHz, 16 GB RAM and an external GPU (Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1050TI). The software platform for deep learning is built
on Keras library with Tensorflow (GPU-based version 1.13.1)
as the back-end support.
3) Description of deep learning based network traffic clas-
sifier
To verify the feasibility and evaluate the performance of
the PacketCGAN algorithm, we adopted three classical DL
models to classify the traffic over the datasets synthesized by
different generative methods, which is MLP, CNN and SAE,
respectively. The detail of these three models can be find in
our previous works [9].
TABLE III: Experimental Environment Parameters
Category Parameters
GPU Nvidia GPU(GeForce GTX 1050Ti)
Operating System Win 10
Deep learning platform TensorFlow 1.13.1 + Keras 1.0.7
CUDA Version 9.0
CuDNN Version 7.6.0
4) Performance Metrics for Classification
The performance metrics used for evaluations of network
traffic classifiers are Precision, Recall and F1 score.
• Precision: precision rp is the ratio of true positives nPT
over the sum of nPT and false positives n
P
F . In the pro-
posed classification methods, precision is the percentage
of packets that are properly attributed to the targeted
application.
rp =
nPT
nPT + n
P
F
. (8)
• Recall: recall rc is the ratio of nPT over the sum of nPT
and false negatives nNF or the percentage of packets in
an application class that are correctly identified.
rc =
nPT
nPT + n
N
F
. (9)
• F1-score: the F1 score rf is a widely-used metric in
information retrieval and classification that considers both
precision and recall as follows:
rf =
2rp · rc
rp + rc
. (10)
B. Data Augmenting using PacketCGAN
1) Data Augmenting Methods handling the problem of
class imbalance
In this paper, four methods were used to address the problem
of the unbalanced dataset for the purpose of comparism. The
first one is random oversampling method (ROS) mentioned in
Section II-B . The essence of this method is to randomly copy
some samples of minor class to supplement the dataset. Since
the simple method is only a copy of the original data, it will
lead to some wrong features be learned by the model easily
and even over-fitting. The second method is SMOTE in which
minority samples are generated by synthetic samples rather
than copies. The third one is vanilla GAN with a generator and
discriminator based on MLP. The last method is to generate
minor sample data using our PacketCGAN generator. The
dataset balanced by different methods is described in V-A1.
2) The Architecture of PacketCGAN
In our experiments, a fully connected MLP network was
adopted to design generators and discriminators, as shown in
Table IV and V. The generator’s input is a 100-dimensional
vector generated by random Gaussian noise with additional 15
applications types for ISCX2012 or 10 for USTC-TFC2016
datasets. The next three hidden layers have 128, 256, 512
neurons, and 1480 output neurons with additional 15 for
ISCX2012 or 10 for USTC-TFC2016 datasets. Therefore,
input of discriminator network is 1495 or 1490 dimension vec-
tors mixed by real traffic data or generated data. Three hidden
layers and output layers are both activated by LeakyReLU.
TABLE IV: The Architecture of Generator Network of Pack-
etCGAN
Layer(type) Output Shape (ISCX) Output Shape (USTC)
dense 1(Dense) 115 110
LeakyReLU 115 110
dense 2(Dense) 256 256
LeakyReLU 256 256
dense 3(Dense) 512 512
LeakyReLU 512 512
dense 4(Dense) 1495 1490
LeakyReLU 1495 1490
3) The Training of PacketCGAN
Table VI shows the parameters of the optimizer, loss func-
tion, epoches, and mini batch used in the deep training model
training process.
Figure 4 shows the trend of loss of generator and dis-
criminator during the PacketCGAN training process. It can
be seen that PacketCGAN does not improve the unstability
characteristics of GAN. The loss of G and D always fluctuates
within a range instead of convergence. Nevertheless, it is a big
improvement that only one CGAN model needs to be trained
when using PacketCGAN compared with vanilla GAN. One
can generate any samples with the additional input of the
applications types as conditional c, while vanilla GAN can
only generate one type of samples at a time, that means we
can control the output of the PacketCGAN generator so that
we can easily generate specified minor classes samples needed
to be augmented to handle the problem of class balance.
Fig. 5 and 6 shows the Confusion Matrices of the
CNN-based encrypted traffic identification model based on
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TABLE V: The Architecture of Discriminator Network of
PacketCGAN
Layer(type) Output Shape (ISCX) Output Shape (USTC)
dense 6(Dense) 1495 1490
LeakyReLU 1495 1490
Dropout 1495 1490
dense 7(Dense) 512 512
LeakyReLU 512 512
Dropout 512 512
dense 8(Dense) 256 256
LeakyReLU 256 256
Dropout 256 256
dense 9(Dense) 128 128
LeakyReLU 128 128
Dropout 128 128
dense 10(Dense) 1 1
TABLE VI: Training Parameters of Packet CGAN
Training Parameters Generator Discriminator
Optimizer Adma Adma
Loss Function Cross-Entropy Cross-Entropy
Epoches 200000 200000
Mini batch 64 64
(a) d loss for ISCX2012 (b) g loss for ISCX2012
(c) d loss for USTC-TFC2016 (d) g loss for USTC-TFC2016
Fig. 4: Loss of PacketCGAN
8 datasets augmented by four different generative methods,
which are ROS/SMOTE/GAN/CGAN over ISCX2012 and
USTC-TFC2016, respectively. The elements on the diagonal
of Confusion Matrix refer to the correct ones of classification
and all the others are mis-classified. It can be clearly seen that
the false positive rate of minor class in Fig 5(d) and 6(d) is
lower than ROS as shown in Fig 5(a) and 6(a), SMOTE as
shown in Fig 5(b) and 6(b) and GAN as shown in Fig 5(c)
and 6(c).
Fig 8 shows the performance metrics of 8 datasets more
clearly. As we can see from Fig 8 that PacketCGAN greatly
outperforms the other three methods for the minor class like
gmail, facebook.
From Table VII, we can see the detail of the evaluation
performance metrics of classification over the datasets aug-
mented by different methods more clearly. For simplicity, only
the performance metrics of ISCX2012 datasets are presented
here as an example. The performance statistics of classification
based on all four methods are shown in Table VIII, apparently,
our proposed PacketCGAN has achieved better performance
than the other three methods.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a CGAN-based traffic data
augmenting method called PacketCGAN to solve the class
imbalance problem in the dataset. After the specified sam-
ple data is generated by the generator of PacketCGAN, the
synthesized data is combined with the original data to build
a new balanced dataset. We use MLP/CNN/SAE models to
verify the classification performance over different datasets.
The experimental results show that the balanced dataset aug-
mented by FlowCGAN can achieve better performance than
the others including ROS, SMOTE and GAN. In the future, we
will further study other types of GAN applications in traffic
classification and try to solve the problems of unstable training
and mode collapse.
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